
4-Course Dassai Dinner Set Menu AT
TENSHINO, PULLMAN BANGKOK KING
POWER

From now – 15 June 2019, create your new culinary journey with our special 4-course dinner menu
pairing exquisite selections of Japanese drinks at Tenshino Restaurant, Pullman Bangkok King
Power.

This spectacular dinner will showcase 4 exquisite courses of culinary creations by chef Pan, paired
with sublime drinks, one of Japan’s most highly regarded Japanese beverage producers. Seasonal
and regional ingredients will be integrated into the dishes, and inspiration will be drawn from global
flavors and Japanese techniques to perfectly complement the subtle flavors of premium drinks. Open
daily from 18.00 – 23.00 hrs.

The set menu includes Natsu sashimi paired with Dassai Junmai Daigjnjo Migaki Niwari Sanbu#23,
Deep-fried kaki with Japanese style tartar paired with Dassai Junmai Daiginjo Migaki Sanwari
Kyubu#39, Buta miso yaki with horenso paired with Dassai Junmai Daiginjo EU#50 and complete
the meal with Soy matcha pudding.
THB 2,499 (Premium drink pairings) or THB 1,599 (Food only)
Book now at https://www.pullmanbangkokkingpower.com/offers/japanese-dassai-dinner/

TENSHINO is a chic innovative Japanese restaurant in Bangkok, TENSHINO serves unique Japanese
cuisine for dinner using the freshest ingredients imported directly from Japan and France. Indulge
the elegant surroundings with a touch of bohemian chic. Open daily from 18.00 – 23.00 hrs. Located
in Soi Rangnam, only moments away from Victory Monument BTS Skytrain Station, Exit no. 2 with
free shuttle tuk tuk to the hotel.

Follow us on Instagram and Facebook @Tenshinobangkok
Visit our website www.tenshinobangkok.com
**********************

About Pullman
Pullman Hotels & Resorts delivers an experience that is upscale, upbeat and perfectly in tempo with
the global zeitgeist. Against the backdrop of today’s fast paced life, Pullman helps guests be at their
best, in business and at leisure, enabling them to seamlessly conduct business, explore the locale,
workout and make connections – to the neighborhood and people around them. Retaining the values
of exploration, comfort and dependability that drove it to become a pioneering travel brand over 150
years ago, Pullman today features more than 120 worldwide properties including Pullman Paris Tour
Eiffel, Pullman Park Lane Hong Kong, Pullman Shanghai South, Pullman London St Pancras and
Pullman Sao Paulo Vila Olimpia. Pullman is part of AccorHotels, a world-leading travel and lifestyle
group which invites travelers to feel welcome at more than 4,500 hotels, resorts and residences,
along with some 10,000 of the finest private homes around the globe.

pullmanhotels.com | accorhotels.com
Media Contact: Pullman Bangkok King Power Hotel Tel +66 2 680 9999
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